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Abstract
Given that there are a variety of stakeholders involved in,

and affected by, decisions from machine learning (ML) mod-

els, it is important to consider that different stakeholders

have different transparency needs [14]. Previous work

found that the majority of deployed transparency mech-

anisms primarily serve technical stakeholders [2]. In our

work, we want to investigate how well transparency mech-

anisms might work in practice for a more diverse set of

stakeholders by conducting a large-scale, mixed-methods

user study across a range of organizations, within a particu-

lar industry such as health care, criminal justice, or content

moderation. In this paper, we outline the setup for our study.
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Introduction
There is an increased demand for transparency in artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) systems. So far, the explainable AI

(XAI) community has primarily contributed computational

methods for understanding predictions of machine learn-

ing (ML) models [6]. Such methods help users understand

the rationale behind a model’s behavior and typically range

from global techniques that explain the entire model to lo-

cal techniques that explain predictions from individual in-

stances [6].
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Previous work has shown that there exists a significant gap

between research and deployment of transparency mecha-

nisms for ML models: although many types of stakeholders

are involved in the deployment of ML models, scenarios

where transparency mechanisms are currently deployed

are almost exclusively for stakeholders who build, validate,

or deploy ML models [2]. This may be because most trans-

parency mechanisms come in the form of local explana-

tions, and although this is where the XAI community has

focused a large portion of its efforts [6], perhaps it is not

necessarily what stakeholders need in practice [1], other

than ML engineers.

We argue that in order to meet the needs of non-technical

stakeholders, we should think more broadly in terms of

what transparency mechanisms are offered, going beyond

explaining a model’s behavior under certain conditions

(i.e., its predictions), by also offering the process that went

into building the model as an explanation. For example,

a Model Card [13] might be more useful for an executive

who is making a decision about whether or not to deploy a

model at scale across their organization compared to see-

ing SHAP values [12] for five particular input instances.

To examine the effectiveness of various transparency mech-

anisms, we are building off of the previous work [2] con-

ducted at our organization, the Partnership on AI: a global

multistakeholder non-profit organization that aims to de-

velop and share best practices for responsible use of AI.1

This work was focused on taking stock of how transparency

mechanisms are currently deployed across a range of in-

dustries and organizations. In our current work, we want to

investigate how well these mechanisms work in practice by

conducting a large-scale, mixed-methods, multistakeholder

study on (a) providing meaningful explanations relevant to

1https://www.partnershiponai.org

the specific needs of diverse stakeholders in different use

cases, and (b) determining how these explanations should

be evaluated. We want to focus on a particular industry

(i.e., content moderation, criminal justice, health care, etc)

to enable application-grounded evaluation [4], which in-

volves real users conducting real tasks. We plan to examine

the following research questions:

RQ1: What types of transparency mechanisms are most

appropriate for different stakeholders in different use cases?

RQ2: How can we evaluate different types of transparency

mechanisms in (a) objective terms such as a user’s ability

to perform a task using an explanation, and (b) subjective

terms such as the impact on a user’s trust in an AI system?

Preliminaries
A fundamental problem in the existing XAI literature is that

the notions of transparency, interpretability and explainabil-

ity are not well-defined and are often used interchangeably

[8, 10]. We therefore explicitly define the terms used in our

work as follows:

Transparency: providing insight into an ML model. Two

possible forms of transparency include: behavior-based

transparency and process-based transparency.

Behavior-based transparency: providing insight into how

an ML model makes decisions, in a global or local manner,

from an algorithmic or mathematical perspective. This is

also sometimes referred to as interpretability. Some models

are considered to be “inherently interpretable” (i.e., shallow

decision trees or linear models with a small number of fea-

tures), while others require post-hoc methods to generate

these interpretations (i.e., SHAP values [12], LIME feature

importances [15], counterfactual examples [11, 17]).

https://www.partnershiponai.org


Process-based transparency: providing insight into the

whole ML modeling pipeline, from development to produc-

tion (i.e., models’ intended use, data provenance, data col-

lection, data splits for training and evaluation, team respon-

sible for development and monitoring, evaluation metrics,

reporting and visualization, etc. [5, 13]).

Explainability: translating transparency insights into some-

thing that is understandable to a human. Explainability may

require either behavior-based or process-based trans-

parency (or both), along with other information. It is con-

ditioned on (a) the stakeholder’s needs and characteristics,

and (b) the use case in which it is deployed. For models

that are considered to be “inherently interpretable” [16], this

translation is still necessary since we need to decide how to

present the information to the stakeholder.

Stakeholder: individuals who have a vested interest in the

transparency of a system [2].

Use case: a particular context in which transparency is

used or required.

Disentangling transparency and explainability in this way

allows us to (a) present process-based transparency in-

formation as a potential explanation, and (b) separate the

algorithmic component of generating model insights (i.e.,

the interpretation), from the form in which the information

is presented to the user (i.e., the explanation). This allows

us to have different explanations for different stakehold-

ers, while using the same underlying information for trans-

parency.

For example, in the context of behavior-based transparency,

an end user might only be interested in a ranking of the

most important features (e.g., ordered set of features based

on mean SHAP [12] values), while an ML engineer might

need more granular information (e.g., plots with individual

SHAP values [12] for every sample, where each feature is

shown on a separate plot). Although the underlying inter-

pretability mechanism is the same (i.e., SHAP [12]), the

resulting explanations are different, and can therefore be

tailored to the stakeholders’ needs.

Stakeholder-Informed Study Design
To construct our study, we plan to solicit input from rele-

vant stakeholders in order to ensure the study represents

tasks and subjective questions that reflect their values and

transparency needs. This could take various forms includ-

ing review panels, group workshops, and/or individual in-

terviews with stakeholders, in particular those who interact

with transparency mechanisms, in order to: (a) uncover

common themes in participants’ encounters and experi-

ences with transparency techniques, and identify which

type of explanations would be best suited for their use case,

and (b) construct scenario-style sessions modeling real use

cases to examine participants’ transparency needs [3]

We will first design a pilot study, where stakeholders inter-

act with various types of existing transparency mechanisms,

both behavior- and process-based, and provide feedback

on their experiences as they do so. The goal here would

be to (a) identify which type of transparency mechanism is

best suited for each stakeholder’s particular use case, and

(b) determine how best to translate the information provided

by the underlying transparency mechanism into an expla-

nation. These explanations would then be used as input for

the user study outlined in the following section.

User Study
Based on the input we receive from stakeholders, we will

design an application-grounded evaluation [4] study (i.e., a

study with real users performing real tasks), in order to an-



swer RQ1. This would involve having stakeholders perform

a set of industry-specific objective tasks, as well as answer

some subjective questions about their experiences (e.g.,

Likert-scale). Examples of such tasks include forward or

counterfactual simulations [4]. To elicit mental models [7] of

how the ML model works, we could encourage stakeholders

to think aloud while performing the tasks.

In order to test the effect on stakeholders’ abilities to per-

form tasks, we would conduct a between-subject study,

where all stakeholders are asked to perform the same

tasks, but half would get some form of explanation while

the other half would not. This would answer RQ2a.

To answer RQ2b, we would include a within-subject study

for the stakeholders who had explanations by asking the

same set of subjective questions (i.e., the Trust Scale in

[7]) before and after completing the task, to see the effect

that interacting with the explanations had on stakeholders’

trust in, and satisfaction with, (a) the underlying model, and

(b) the explanation.

Use Cases for Transparency
In this section, we outline some examples of use cases we

hope to elicit by interacting with stakeholders within a par-

ticular industry. We plan to use the HCXAI workshop to nar-

row our focus regarding the possible use cases, based on

prior work such as [9].

Interpreting individual predictions: providing an under-

standing of the salient factors for a particular prediction

made by an ML model.

Gaining knowledge: generating new insights about the

domain such as important decision factors or mechanisms

[9], as well as understanding properties of the underlying

dataset and task.

Aiding decisions: offering supporting evidence for a pre-

diction, which allows the decision-maker to choose how to

incorporate this information with their own knowledge in

order to make a decision.

Suggesting interventions: suggesting appropriate inter-

ventions to the stakeholder in order to obtain a more favor-

able outcome, either from the model or in the real world.

Adapting system usage or control: allowing stakeholders

to find the optimal ways to use the system, for example by

adjusting their profiles or control settings.

Model improvement: offering insights that enable stake-

holders to improve the model.

Model auditing: allowing investigation of concerns around

model safety, ethics, and privacy.

Conclusion
Our work would be an important step in developing trans-

parency mechanisms that are actually useful in practice to a

diverse set of stakeholders. Model transparency is a multi-

faceted problem, which does not have a single solution, and

therefore the proposed solutions must be specific to both

the use case and stakeholder involved. So far, we have had

initial scoping conversations with over 15 partner organiza-

tions to gauge interest in the project, and are in the process

of identifying an industry to center the study on. We are

also designing a set of questions for soliciting input from

stakeholders. We have also submitted a panel proposal to

RightsCon2 with the aim of facilitating a conversation be-

tween the XAI, HCI and human rights communities.

2https://www.rightscon.org/
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